


As a means to garner positive recognition and reassert Chuck E. 
Cheese into the zeitgeist of America, Material proposed a 
first-of-its-kind, social activation for April Fools’ Day. As an organic 
social initiative shot from a guest’s point of view, Material leveraged 
the playful spirit of April Fools to announce Chuck E. Cheese newest 
(and fictitious) offering, Chuck E. Cheese "weddings.” The video 
content resulted in the highest engagement rate and impressions 
for 2023 across FB, IG & X.  
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OPPORTUNITY CLIENT SOLUTION CLIENT SUCCESS
In an effort to build positive brand 
awareness for Chuck E. Cheese, as the 
remodeling of all locations was rapidly 
approaching, Material devised a way to 
engage Millennial parents, using 
diplomatic adult humor, in a completely 
new way for Chuck E. Cheese. The 
approach was meant to signal to 
customers and Millennial parents that 
the brand is not just culturally relevant 
but better than you remember. 

The content also gave the brand an 
opportunity to test guest and fan 
interest in booking weddings at Chuck 
E. Cheese in the future.  

The strategy for creating this content 
included shooting a scrappy organic social 
media spot via iPhones that captured the 
magic, joy and nostalgia of Chuck E. Cheese 
in a modern, humorous way that appealed 
to Millennial parents. 

Material’s solution was to create a satirical, 
promotion video offering “exclusive 
wedding packages,” including: 
● Development of the tagline, “Where a 

Mouse Can Make You a Spouse.”
● Highlighting key fun-center elements 

at Chuck E. Cheese locations, and new 
fun-center additions.

● Complete production, post and 
deployment of the organic social spot.

As a result of this campaign’s content, 
Material helped  Chuck E. Cheese 
generate the highest engagement rate 
and impressions in 2023 across 
Facebook, Instagram and X:
● FB ER: 10.2% 
● IG ER:  20.6% 
● X ER: 8.4%
● Total Impressions:  16.55 MM

This campaign also received industry 
recognition, with earned media stories 
in The Drum and AdAge.



WHAT IT LOOKED LIKE
April Fool’s Day

View the video on YouTube here

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8E7Ag-WOXc
https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cqf29iWDC2U/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8E7Ag-WOXc&ab_channel=CECWorld


A Snapshot of Engagement



A Snapshot of Engagement



Media Coverage
WHAT IT LOOKED LIKE

Link to coverage Link to coverage

https://adage.com/article/marketing-news-strategy/april-fools-day-2023-brand-pranks-tinder-pizza-hut-little-caesars/2482376
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2023/03/31/top-2023-april-fools-day-brand-stunts-and-gags-tinder-subaru

